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Part I, The Rebellion

Change in structure is the mother of Rebellion and Revolution.

From now thru March week 1, keep an eye out for themes of aggressive rebellion in you, around you and the world at large. Know you can join the rebellion or raise your consciousness and begin a REVOLUTION.

There is a difference.

- A rebel besmears, vandalizes, disrespects and tears down old structures to bring about change; a REVOLUTIONARY presents a viable, new and fresh third option

- A rebel operates for selfish reasons; a REVOLUTIONARY considers the good of all.

- A rebel is disillusioned; a REVOLUTIONARY has a vision

WHAT TO DO

1. As within, so without. Whatever is happening out there is a projection of what is happening in me. If a rebel shows up, use common sense and move to a safe environment, then look for the rebel within you.

---

1 Rebellion vs. Revolution: Feb 17-March 4
Mars and Uranus square Jupiter Rx; peak on Feb 27-28 when Mars joins Uranus in 22° Aries
Keywords:
  o Mars in Aries - Extreme aggression
  o Uranus in Aries - Sudden or unexpected; tearing down of old structures; The Rebel or The Revolutionary
  o Jupiter Rx in Libra - Faltering partnerships, disunion, test of how strong a partnership is, finding a third option
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2. Identify the rebel and the status quo in you. Listen to and Love both the rebel and the status quo.

3. Do you see a viable, new and fresh third option? Hold on to that vision. Examine your role in bringing about that vision. Formulate your strategy and move quickly; rebels will not wait for you.

— Join #TheOnenessRevolution
Get into Oneness Restoration #LifeGetsBetter —

Part II, The Revolution

THE NEW JERUSALEM WITHIN

New Heaven, New Earth or New Jerusalem is a viable and fresh third option.

It is a state or consciousness all of Humanity can enjoy NOW; no need to wait for 2020.
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The rebellion is one of the ways God will take Humanity to New Heaven, New Earth. It is a very tough route, but it is not the only route.

The other way is to restore ourselves to Oneness.

*I have decided to join The Revolution to New Heaven, New Earth and take the Oneness Restoration route*

— Join #TheOnenessRevolution
Get into Oneness Restoration #LifeGetsBetter —

Interlude: What is Oneness

Get five rubber bands.

Hold a rubber band with one hand; pull one side of the band with your other hand. What do you feel? Keep on adding another rubber band.

That which you feel is tension as a result of Separation.

Put the rubber bands down. That is Oneness.

SEPARATION

Whether you separate from someone or something you love or hate, you will feel tension. That is the nature of separation.

In fact, among lovers, separation can lead to sexual tension until the lovers become one again. The same happens with our enemies, and everything we hate and separate from—let me count the ways.

Go ahead and make a list to know how many rubber bands you keep.

MENDING SEPARATIONS

It is easy to say, "I'm alright. I forgot all about it anyway." But one day, the same separation will reappear under a different name and a different face.
Part III, The Pendulum

Over the weekend—

• I witnessed a very painful separation between two brothers. They parted when the elder said, “From now on, you are no longer my brother and part of the family.”

I will tell you later what happened to the younger brother.

• I watched the news. There were political protests; mostly peaceful on the outside, wanting to kill on the inside. By the way, there are many ways to kill one another other than cold-blooded murder.

• I attended comm.UNITY, a coffee get-together where people sat together and talked in Oneness and about Oneness.

THE PENDULUM

I invite you to study the pendulum diagram and be familiar with it. It could save you from a lot of despair leading up to 2020. Expect to witness or be part of many, many, many separations. Remember the two brothers I told you about?

In your daily life, keep an eye out for two things: A & C.
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A = THE REBEL THAT SEPARATES
is anyone or anything that wants to cut himself off and separate from the main body; he will instigate others to join him

C = THE STATUS QUO THAT DISMEMBERS
is the main body that severs parts of itself; it will weaken and weaken each time

When the elder brother left, the younger brother began thinking who he can contact to air his side, and eventually be on his side. That is human nature. It is an UNCONSCIOUS reaction that takes root in self-preservation.

Imagine the conversation between the two brothers. Remember Cain and Abel? How about Isaac and Ishmael?

The two brothers can be your friends. If you remember them, they will help you spot when you are a rebel that separates and when you are the status quo that dismembers parts of itself.

So what? What is wrong with SEPARATING OR DISMEMBERING?

“I joined a protest. What is wrong with that? It’s just a political expression anyway.”

“Yeah, I cursed that stupid driver but I didn’t roll down my window!”

CONSEQUENCES YOU MIGHT WANT TO KNOW

There is nothing wrong with SEPARATING OR DISMEMBERING.

There is nothing wrong with choosing A or C, but there are consequences you might want to be aware of.

1. Think energy. After that one expression of hate, the energy does not float to the sky and disappear. It enters my cells and remains there; the same energy signature is projected to the collective consciousness, and transmitted to more and more and more people.

WE ARE ONE despite our illusions that we can separate from one another. Somehow, separation does sound silly and futile. Separation is an illusion. While the illusion perpetrates itself, those who separate themselves or sever others from themselves experience despair.
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Think about the energy we each contribute to all of Humanity. I can contribute to the separation or I can contribute to Oneness. For better or worse, it tells me how powerful I am.

2. When the energy of separation settles in my cells, it can manifest as an illness. Scan your body right now. Where have you been storing that energy of separation? Two years from now, what will you ask a doctor to remove?

3. The energy I vibrate is the same energy I project outward which I experience as "my life." I create what I vibrate. If you want to change your life, change your vibe.

It is easy to change one's vibe, but to maintain it at the level of Oneness vs. the level of hate and separation requires Inner Work2.

Let me tell you a story.

TWO BOMBS. In 1998, an Embassy compound was attacked. The first bomb was a small one. People inside buildings rushed to the windows to find out what was happening. The terrorists had anticipated this; they detonated an even bigger bomb shattering windows and injuring thousands.

2 Resources

1. If you want to know more about B, here is a concise resource: What is Christ Consciousness? http://www.lilyandbeyond.com/christ-consciousness

2. Use this as a guide If you want to maintain your vibe at Oneness: THE PROCESS OF INNER WORK & INNER LOVE
https://www.facebook.com/groups/earther.rise.astrology/1239500996126189/?match=dGhIHByb2Nlc3M%3D
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That small act of separating or dismembering, no matter how small, is like the first bomb. What happens next in our bodies and in our lives, and what we contribute to the rest of Humanity is the second bomb.

CONSIDER B

B = THE REVOLUTIONARY
is everyone who remembers WE ARE ONE

Be revolutionary.

- Commit to seek all possibilities of union even when there seems to be none.
- Commit to the inner and outer work of forging sustainable Oneness every day, for a lifetime.
- Commit to ONE LOVE, and loving my neighbor as myself.
- commit to move from Unconscious Separation to Conscious Oneness.
- Commit to progress from personal, limited consciousness to Universal Consciousness

— Join #TheOnenessRevolution
Get into Oneness Restoration #LifeGetsBetter —

Part IV, Sin & Separation

Sin is separation.

SHORT STRING, HIGH VIBE. If you raise your consciousness to LOVE, PEACE, JOY, it is like shortening the string of a pendulum to a point where the weight does not move. The weight looks very still.

Have you ever sat in a meditation class? Have you wondered why you are asked to “be still?” Have you ever taken a deep breath to center yourself and be still?
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Have you ever tried yoga? Have you wondered why the teacher stresses on balance?

Love - Stillness - Balance are closely related to one another.

Love is not dead-still. Love is a very high vibe. Imagine being in the arms of a lover.

Imagine a spinning top. It looks still but it is not.

But, if I touch a spinning top, it will begin to wobble. That is imbalance. I wobble when I do not balance myself, the things I do, the areas of my life, etc.

LONG STRING, LOW VIBE. When my vibe drops, it is like a pendulum with a long string swinging from side to side from one polar opposite to another.

Have you heard of polarities? The Rebel and the Status Quo are polar opposites:

A = THE REBEL THAT SEPARATES to instigate drastic change
is anyone or anything that wants to cut himself off and separate from the main body; he will instigate others to join him

C = THE STATUS QUO THAT DISMEMBERS to resist change
is the main body that severs parts of itself; it will weaken and weaken each time

When deriving polarities, think of "too much" and "not enough."

When am I "too much?" When am I "not enough?"

What is the middle point or balance?

WHY SHOULD I SEEK BALANCE IN LIFE?
It is only when I have brought polar opposites together that I can focus on raising my vibe.

It is only when I reach a point of balance that I can increase my vibe and consciousness.

It is only when the weight of the pendulum stops moving from left to right that I can shorten the string from BLAME-SHAME-GUILT to LOVE-PEACE-JOY.
WHAT IS SIN?
Sin is any form of separation below the level of Love

WHY SHOULD I INCREASE MY VIBE TO LOVE-PEACE-JOY?
I create what I vibrate. As within, so without. If I want to experience Love, Peace and Joy in my life, I must be particular about my vibe and my consciousness.

WHAT IS FREE WILL?
Free will is the ability to choose a vibe. "Leave me alone! I will do what I want to do, and exercise my free will!" is often said by people who do not have free will.

— Join #TheOnenessRevolution
Get into Oneness Restoration #LifeGetsBetter —
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Part V, The Flower Life

I was enthralled by this 3D-depiction of the Flower of Life. It made me see how deeply interwoven we all are, and how severing even just one soul can make us all bleed.

Feel free to share your experiences, insights and realizations.

3 KNOW MORE
This is a fun video on the Flower of Life: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oA6cVzAl4jk